Half a Century of Anthropology : 

50 years of published research
This is how AIO looks like
This is an AIO search page

At present we have only this simple keyword search. I will be adding more keywords for early records and building a more detailed search. Eventually we will restore mailing results. Please do not select more than one decade as this will cause an error.

Recent means the past few years.


Keyword Search: 

Search  Clear
We entered the keyword we wanted to find information on and clicked the year range.
Example of search results in AIO
The Bigger Picture:
Asia 1963-2013:

1- An Increase in Physical Anthropology and Cultural Ethnography Research Output

2- A Gradual Decline in Linguistic and Archaeological Research Output.
General Research Comparison across two decades 1963-1972 and 2003-2013

Comparing four Islamic countries in Asia: Brunei, Pakistan, Kazakhstan and Oman

1963-1972 Case Study General Research Output in Asia

2003-2013 Case study physical research in Asia
Archeological Research

An overall increase in significance in research output for all case studies.
Cultural & Ethnographic
Physical Research
Linguistic Research

1963-1972 Case Study Linguistic Research Output in Asia

2003-2013 Case study Linguistic Research Output in Asia

Asia: 96.39%
Brunei: 0.43%
Pakistan: 0.43%
Kazakhstan: 0.33%
Oman: 0.33%

Keyword Cloud for all four countries from the case study 1993-2013

Brunei (Blue) - Oman (Orange) - Pakistan (Purple) - Kazakhstan (Green)
Brunei

Anthropological research over five decades.
Brunei Total Research Output by Decade

Significant fluctuations in 70’s and 90’s. Notable decrease in general subject output.
Brunei: Kotu Batu Site
Brunei Linguistics
Brunei Keyword Cloud 1993-2013

- Emphasis on Religion
Pakistan

Anthropological Research over five decades.
Pakistan Research Output by Decade
Ascension of cultural research produced and recent increase in linguistics.
Pakistan: Harappa Site
Pakistan Linguistics
Pakistan Keyword Cloud 1993-2013

Emphasis on language research
Kazakhstan

Anthropological Research over five decades.
Kazakhstan Research Output by Decade

Large increase in output in the last decade alone, notably in archaeological output.

1963-2013
Kazakhstan Research Output by Decade

Large increase in output in the last decade alone, notably in archaeological output.

1963-2013
Kazakhstan: Otrar Site
Kazakhstan Linguistics
Focus on Archaeology, diversity of topics.
Oman

Anthropological Research over five decades.
Oman Research Output by Decade

Fluctuations in linguistic research output, steady increase in physical research published.

1963-2013
Oman Research Output by Decade

Fluctuations in linguistic research output, steady increase in physical research published.

1963-2013
Oman: Khor Rori (Sumhuran) Site
Oman: Linguistics
Focus on specific aspects of physical anthropology, geographical subject matter.
Khor Rorī (Salalah), Oman

Research published on the index across the last 5 decades. Click Here to Search the AIO for Khor Rorī Site
Research published on the index across the last 5 decades. Click Here to Search the AIO for Otrar Site.
Harappa Site, Pakistan

Research published on the index across the last 5 decades. Click Here to Search the AIO for Harappa Site
Research published on the index across the last 5 decades. Click Here to Search the AIO for Kotu Batu Site.
Islam: Keyword use across the four case studies 1992-2013

Brunei (Blue) - Oman (Orange) - Pakistan (Purple) - Kazakhstan (Green)
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